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Barat Ellman's book is a revision of her dissertation written under the direction of

Stephen Geller at Jewish Theological Seminary and-in an explicit nod to the liminal nature
of such a first book-is published in the Fortress "Emerging Scholars" series. This book is
both timely and fascinating, coming as it does alongside the revived Documentary Hypoth-
esis and the widespread use of collective memory studies in the study of biblical texts. E.'s
thesis is clear and elegant: memory in D is verbal and is meant to keep Israel ever mindful
of the covenant, while in P memory is sensory and aimed at reminding God of the covenant.
The H additions to P combine D's and P's understandings of memory. To demonstrate this,
E. connects the creation stories in Genesis l-3 with the understandings of the covenant in
D and P, analyzes how D and P articulate memory as a process, and describes how D and P
make use of memory in the maintenance of the covenant.

Understandably, E. is not seeking to break new ground in the literary formation of the
Pentateuch or the history of Israel, and she relies on long-held conclusions. D encompasses
all of Deuteronomy (which she sees as Josiah's lawbook) and pentateuchal passages with
"markedly Deuteronomic features" (p. 9). P consists of several layers, the oldest of which
is preexilic, with H a later addition. But the problems with these literary and historical
assumptions are not, in the end, crucial to understanding and appreciating the value of E.'s
analysis. She is initiating a discussion on the relationship between covenant and memory
or, better, of covenant as memory.

Ellman offers an intriguing and, for the most part, convincing intertextual reading of
Genesis 2-3 with D. Both share common themes of the need for the right use of the intellect
and the mistrust of the senses. The parallel of the divine command to Adam and its subse-
quent disobedience, with D's focus on remembering the commandments along with warn-
ings not to forget/break them, evokes the rabbinic belief that Adam was placed in the garden
to study Torah. As Genesis l is P's creation story, so too Genesis 2-3 is a "conceptual
introduction for Deuteronomy" (p. 33). Though E. will not go so far as to say that Genesis
2-3 is a D composition, she moves away from standard pentateuchal criticism in her discus-
sion of the creation-destmction-recreation pattern in Genesis. Following many exegetes,
she links P's creation in Genesis l with the P account of the Flood. But where one expects
her to do the same with the J creation in Genesis 2-3 and J's Flood narrative, E. instead

places the entire creation-destruction-recreation pattern in Genesis 2-3. Why not dispense
with the idea of a J source altogether and assert that Genesis 2-3 is D's creation account?
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Memory in Deuteronomy is verbal, and E.'s analysis tracks with-while not being
dependent on-similar conclusions in the work of David Carr. For D, maintenance of the
covenant is based on an intellectual understanding of ritual practice that exists as "a mech-
anism for recalling, retaining, and transmitting learned theological lessons" (p. 80). E.
provides a detailed, convincing discussion (pp. 96-103) of the Song of Moses as a peda-
gogical text that "recapitulates . . . Deuteronomy's primary themes" (p. 103).

In one of several pithy turns of phrase, E. notes that in P, "God is a visual perceiver"
(p. 39). The many visual and sonic features of P's liturgical rubrics, especially the ornamen-
tation of the tabernacle and the high priest's vestments, exist to create "a sensory symphony
and a dazzling display" (p. 120). For P, God is a mysterium tremendum et frascinam, and the
inherent danger in divine contact requires sound cues (the bells on the high priest's robes)
and the vivid color and ornainentation of the ephod "to produce a flashy garment that can
catch God's eye" (p. 108). Here E. draws on a medieval piyyut that connects the colors of
high priest's vestments with the rainbow of Genesis 9, itself a reminder to God of the cov-
enant. A minor addition to this point would be the reference to the rainbow in the theophany
of Ezekiel 1, given the priestly influence on that biblical book. Mei'nory for P is not only
visual but focused on cnicial and traumatic events, that is, the deaths of Nadab and Abihu,
the rebellion of Korah, Phinehas's killing of the apostate Israelite, and the stoning of the
Sabbath violator in Numbers 15 to impress upon the reader's memory the nccessity of
proper ritual maintenance of the covenant.

As an addition to P, H plays an integrative role. Its authors "incorporated" the
"Deuteronomic notions" of "divine transcendence and an emphasis on the community 's role
in maintaining the unique relationship between God and Israel" (p. 145). H democratizes
priestly duties with its emphasis on circumcision, Sabbath observance, and the wearing of
tzitzit, and tefillin. Key here is H's use of the term o6t for both ritual objects and practices,
which H ties to D's command of perpetual remembrance of all the commandments, rather
than P's emphasis on circumscribed ritual practices. Here E.'s exclusive emphasis on the
biblical text could be supplemented by archaeological findings. The Ketef Hinnoin amulets
provide an example of an o6t, as H enjoins, but include variants of P texts, rather than the
D passages that came to be included in tefillin. In addition, a potential answer to E.'s query
of how the o6t on the arm functions as a sign (p. 167) is the yad as both "hand/arm" and
"penis," which links o6t on the arm with the o6t of circumcision.

Ellman's epilogue begins with an evocative description of her experience of a richly
sensuous ritual at a Roman basilica and proceeds to an all too brief discussion of the verbal/
ritual dichotomy between D and P and the modern conflict between spirituality and rational-
ist approaches to faith. This book not only affirms E. as an "emerging" scholar, but marks
her voice as a welcome and valuable addition to the conversation.
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